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Want to publish results of your intelligence-related empirical research? Tell the intelligence community about how you’ve applied a new analytical approach? Or maybe just keep up with advances in intelligence analysis in the military, law enforcement, and criminal justice fields? If so, the *Journal of Intelligence & Analysis* can help!

**What is the Journal of Intelligence & Analysis?**
The *JIA* is IALEIA’s peer-reviewed, scholarly journal dedicated to advancing the intelligence analysis profession. The *JIA* strives to bridge the gap between academic research and the practical techniques used by professional analysts, investigators, and policy-makers.

**Want to Read the JIA?**
View JIA abstracts on the IALEIA site: [ialeia.org > Resources & Publications > JIA](https://ialeia.org)
IALEIA members receive a printed copy of the *JIA*, and can access full text articles from the member site.
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Scholarly research or best practice articles submitted for publication should be between 15 and 30 pages in length and must:
- adhere to American Psychological Association (6th Edition) standards
- be double-spaced with full justification in 12-point courier or times new roman font
- be written in American English
- include an abstract and an author’s biography
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